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WHAT IF

…It was possible to create the software code for a solution, based solely on the data, interfaces, processes and business 

model definitions 

…the creation of this code was fully (95%-100%) automatic

…the code could be created for whatever standard technology the customer needs

…it was deployed in an open source environment

…you could learn how to do it at a fast speed



“Software developers are now more 
valuable to companies than money”

Will Gaybrick, Stripe CFO, September
2018

Companies need software development

As our global economy increasingly comes to run on technology-enabled rails
and every company becomes a tech company, demand for high-quality software
is at an all-time high.

BIG CHALLENGES

In some studies it is currently ranked as a priority above capital constraints.

In our academy we have programs to help companies developing their own software without the
need to rely on software coding experts



There is lack of resources in software engineering worldwide. The
market is demanding an amount of programmers that is not currently
available.

Ideas are being lost because the lack of resources.

The European Commission has 
predicted a shortfall of 900,000 
adequately skilled programmers and 
other technology professionals in 
Europe by 2020.

Lack of digital skills in the market

BIG CHALLENGES

In our academy we teach software development not only to engineers, but to
everyone, and 10 times faster.



“STATEMENT”
European Commission 

Learning how to code takes time

Time needed to Practice: you can’t learn a new programming language without dedicating a significant amount of time to it; it 
takes around 6 years become fluent at coding;

Choosing a programming language: it is increasingly hard to figure out what are the best tools to use for your company. There
are hundreds of programming languages out there, and all of them come with advantages and disadvantages. Choosing the
right language to learn can be an agonizingly hard decision.

Avoiding errors and Bugs: Compiler errors are notoriously cryptic, verbose and frequent. And a lot more for someone who is
learning.

Code quality: Knowing how to code is one thing, but knowing how to code in a way that’s efficient and makes it easy to modify in
the future is a complete different world.

BIG CHALLENGES

In our academy we teach software development without errors and without needing
to code.



BIG CHALLENGES

“STATEMENT”
European Commission 

People without opportunities because of 
skills mismatch

Youth unemployment in the eurozone has been stuck between 19%
to 25% for the past eight years. In Spain and Greece, it's north of
40%.

The educated unemployment is over 10%, going over 15% in some 
country’s.

We have skilled people being underutilized.

In our academy we teach how to create solutions in your area of knowledge.
We teach how to become a full stack developer without coding.

“The skills mismatch is a global issue 
affecting not only individuals but 
economies” 
Professor Seamus McGuinness of The Economic and 
Social Research Institute (ESRI)



CHALLENGE ACCEPTED

TO EVERYONE
Sign up without limitation of age or skillset

5

WITHOUT ERRORS
Generating millions of lines of code without errors

WITHOUT NEEDING TO CODE
Build your idea, not your code

IN YOUR AREA OF KNOWLEDGE
Create software in your area of expertee

In our academy we teach how to create software and build all sorts of solutions:



OUR UNIQUE MISSION

Quidgest is a global company with 30 years of experience developing software almost without coding.

Its creators believe in a world where everyone embraces technology as an essential tool of their lives.

Where creating solutions is a something for everyone, everywhere. 

Making it a reality became our unique mission.



In Quidgest, we use GENIO platform for rapid and agile development of software, combining model-based development with

automatic code generation in a variety of programming languages and technologies.

Much more than just programming, GENIO generates code in standard

programming languages (Java, C # and C ++) and works with leading relational

database management systems (SQL Server, Oracle).

HOW WE DO IT -



Process of Creation
GENIO fulfils the dream of all programmers: make software that works on the first try. It is possible to create the definition of a 

program, ask GENIO to build it and start it right away.

It is a platform that accelerates the production of code, delivering it in an open source output. The solution deployed is completely 

independent from GENIO.

All these aspects enable any trainee, despite his/her knowledge and background, to use the platform and its patterns in a very 

user-friendly way. It uses the same process as if someone was using Lego pieces. 

HOW WE DO IT -



HOW YOU WILL DO IT

G_KNOWLEDGE
TRAINING

Become a

Full Stack Developer

GEN_GENERATION
INCUBATOR

Leverage the best startup
business

GENIO_4ALL
BOOTCAMP

Challenge, Software and 

Social Responsability

Using our unique GENIO platform, you will be able to use an innovative approach towards the Development of Digital Skills and
Software, in which different profiles of entrepreneurs can put their ideas into practice. No matter your age and or area of study,
you will be able to access a fast and efficient learning process that can level up professional careers and business opportunities
anywhere.

Quidgest founded the Quidgest Academy and implemented several innovative training programs where education and 
technology are perfectly combined:



G_KNOWLEDGE
TRAINING

Become a full stack developer

Software creating classes with specialized trainers

COURSESValue proposal

3 months free GENIO license

Standard Technical support for three months

PROFESSIONALS

Those looking for a professional career change and improve their Digital

Skills.

40h

40h

20h

Beginner

Advanced

Architect

AddOns 20h



GEN_GENERATION
INCUBATOR

Boost your business

OVERVIEWValue proposal

Business consulting in your specific area

STARTUPS AND SMEs

Unlimit ambitions and goals by developing the software that can enhance

competitive advantage.

Software creating classes with specialized trainers

6 months free GENIO license

Personalized Technical support for six months

1 week training

1 month coaching

6 months support



GENIO_4ALL
BOOTCAMP

Solutions for everyone

Software creating classes with specialized trainers

OVERVIEWValue proposal

Specialized coaches to guide the team

YOUNG STUDENTS AND GRADUATES

From different academic backgrounds who wish to leverage their careers, develop their

skills and imagining their future in the professional world.

Travel with your team to a community to identify the real problems

Create a solution for the community problems

1 week training

1-2 coaches

Problem solving

Helping others



Quidgest

Quidgest

Quidgest

www.quidgest.com
R. Viriato, 7
1050-233 Lisboa
Portugal

academy@quidgest.com
tel. (+351) 213 870 563
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